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INTRODUCTION

For centuries universities have worked as individual entities in isolation, and students have attended classes their respective campuses. In the 70s Open University started its operation as the first virtual university. It was not until the late 80s and 90s that some traditional universities started having affiliations with offshore facilities for students to study the first year of their degrees in their home countries before moving overseas to complete the rest of their degrees. This globalisation was the beginning of knowledge commercialisation as universities set up arrangements with rapidly emerging offshore institutions that were eager to jump onto this profitable bandwagon. Eventually competition drove some universities to extend the time spent in the students’ home countries to a second year, which sent students flocking to their door away from non-conforming universities. The lower overseas student numbers at these universities forced them to discontinue their affiliations, as they were no longer viable. Online distance education and later the Internet opened new challenges as students could enroll directly with the university of their choice and do their whole degree from home. This also gives the less wealthy students an opportunity to study at the world’s top universities most of which have no entry requirements. Lots of universities around the world have joined to form consortiums to handle this rapid change in global education commercialisation.

OPEN UNIVERSITY (UK)

Open University is the world’s leading e-university and has been in operation in the UK since taking in their first student enrollments in 1971 and could probably be termed the first virtual university due to its lack of campuses (www.open.ac.uk). This “University of the Air” was a serious, well planned adult education degree programme aimed at rectifying the exclusion from higher education of the lower socio-economic groups in the UK without any lowering of standards. Initially lectures were broadcast on the BBC TV, typically at 7:05-7:30 a.m. weekdays and repeated Saturday mornings. These lectures were supplemented with texts and periodic visits to conventional universities typically living in residence for a week or two in student accommodation during university holiday periods. There were also appointed tutors based at 13 regional centres across the UK. Many tutors are themselves Open University graduates so understand what it is like studying from a distance. Each tutor is given a few students to support. In the 80s teleconferencing meant several students could talk to their tutor simultaneously via telephone. Nowadays students can physically attend tutorials, or join a self-help study group, or join in to an online conference.

In the early 1980s over 70,000 students were enrolled and 6,000 were graduating per year, its business school had become the largest in Europe. The 90s saw expansion of their operations worldwide and the increase in popularity of their lectures and documentaries to the point that they were screened as peak-time broadcasts on BBC TV, they were watched by millions and won critical acclaim. Nowadays, 180,000 students are enrolled with 20,000 at the postgraduate level.

Since its inception, innovative teaching methods were adopted as new technologies became available—audiocassettes, videocassettes, and personal computers in the 80s and the Web in the 90s. The Internet has given students the capability of doing just about everything online, they can view their academic records, access library facilities, download lecture material, meet other students in chat rooms, and hold conferences.

OFFSHORE CAMPUSES

In the 90s universities started to expand their operations into offshore campuses that allowed overseas students to complete an initial period of their degrees while staying...
at home. This not only saved them the living expenses involved but also allowed them to get to know other students with the same destination. They then moved overseas to complete their degree. The entry requirements into these programs were usually the same as the hosting institution, so students in Kuala Lumpur, for example, were studying and sitting the entrance exams for attending Canadian, UK, and Australian universities. When successful they continued into their first period of university study at the same offshore institution. Initially only the first year of study was possible, but since this was so successful financially the competition became fierce as more universities joined in. After a few years some universities began to offer two years offshore to make themselves more attractive. The universities that stuck to only the first year were forced to drop out of the system due to a lack of student demand. It was just a matter of time until competition and demand made it possible for students to complete their degrees without ever having to set foot in the onshore campus at all. These offshore practises had little impact on their overall student population as local student numbers tended to remain constant. For example, one of the larger universities offering such facilities is the Nova Southeastern University, Florida (www.nova.edu). NSU educates 22,000 (82%) local students from their main campus, while the others are educated at “offshore” campuses in surrounding countries, and international campuses based in the Caribbean, UK, Canada, Greece, Mexico, Dominican Republic, Venezuela, and Puerto Rico.

The fact that universities were choosing to meet student demands and were willing to enter into competition with other universities meant that the push and pull factor of cost had begun—this is discussed in the next section.

Different countries made policies according to whether they wanted their citizens to be educated or to be educators. For example, Malaysia set itself the strategic goal of growing into a fully-developed country over a few decades and recognized that it needed a more knowledgeable and skilled workforce to accomplish this. Their intension was to use the foreign university programmes to achieve this. An opposite policy was set in the Philippines that wanted to develop a successful local industry to produce educational material for both local and foreign markets, that is they themselves aimed to become educators.

EFFECT OF PUSH AND PULL FACTORS

Increased globalisation has seen a rapid expansion in the number of students seeking higher education in overseas countries, in particular the U.S., UK, Canada, and Australia. So much so that higher education had become just like any other trade in goods and services (De Wit, 2002). Pimpa (2004) wrote about the kinds of things that might influence students when they are making their choices of what universities to attend:

- full cost of degree including tuition and living expenses;
- expectation from parents for successful outcome (i.e., graduation);
- competition among family members;
- information from people who had a good experience at a particular university; and
- persuasion by parents because that is what they want.

Although Pimpa’s students came from Thailand, it is easy to see that these same considerations would also be relevant to students in other countries with similar socio-economic and cultural circumstances. McMahon (1992) suggested the flow of international students is an effect of “push and pull” factors with push being wealth and pull being availability of scholarships. “Push and pull” factors were also discussed in the paper by Mazzarol and Soutar (2002), that found that recommendations from family members could play an important part in the decision making. In Pimpa’s study, most students taking part mentioned financial support for tuition and living expenses from family as important. He also found that students were influenced by the cost of living in the destination country when deciding where to study abroad.

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE-ORIENTED ECONOMY

Experts around the world recognized that we are rapidly evolving into a global, knowledge-oriented economy (Commission of the European Communities, 2002; International Labour Organisation, 2002). On the one hand, it is recognized that greater inter-cultural com-
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